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ABSTRACT 

 

The idea of incorporating an electric motor inside a bicycle to help with pedalling has developed over 

time, giving rise to the contemporary e-bikes that are currently gaining popularity. In addition to a 

motorised system powered by a battery, this bicycle also has a pedal system similar to that of a traditional 

bike. Our proposal for a bicycle with a pedal assist and a battery-operated BLDC hub motor was made in 

response to the issues of rising fuel prices and environmental pollution. The force applied for pedalling is 

multiplied when the pedal is triggered, and this force much outperforms the actual chain-driven 

mechanism to propel the bicycle's wheel. 

key words : E-bike, electric motor, mechanism, pollution 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
A double electric motor-powered electric bicycle was created later in 1897 by Boston resident Hosea W. Libbey. In 1990, the 

Giant Lafree E-Bike brand used the same design. Transportation is the main sector and every other sector depend on it. But the 

conventional vehicles which we used today uses petrol and diesel but which are non- renewable energy resources. Moreover, 

these vehicles increase air and noise pollution which is global problem now. This creates the requirement of  clean and renewable 

energy sources. That’s why alternating energy sources getting the attention of the world in last few  years. Though electric 

vehicles have many drawbacks many research are going on electrical bikes because of its nature  friendly characteristics. Even 

many nations depend on other countries for petroleum products. The major factors to use our bike are: 

 
• Cutting back fossil fuel use 

 
• Quick and adaptable 

 
• Eco-friendly 

 
• Reduce spending 
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Fig 1: Dimensions of Bicycle frame 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The technological and design elements of electric bicycles, such as motor types, battery technology, charging methods, and 

control algorithms, are frequently the focus of literature on the subject. Studies have looked into the effects of  various motor 

types, including hub motors, mid-drive motors, and crank motors, on the performance of e-bikes. It has also been studied how 

different battery technologies, such as lithium-ion, nickel-metal hydride, and lead-acid batteries, affect the environment in 

terms of energy-density, weight, cost, and impact. Studies have also looked into algorithms for control for motor assists and 

handling of energy in e-bikes, as well as charging systems like solar charging and regenerative braking. The behavior and 

perception of the rider are further topics of study in the literature on electric bicycles. Studies investigated into how e-bikes 

impact users' speed, distance traveled, and route preferences. The use of e-bikes has also been studied in connection to factors 

such rider age, gender, experience, and fitness level. In addition, studies have looked at how users perceive e-bikes, including 

their views, driving forces, and adoption hurdles, as well as safety issues, social acceptance, and cultural influences on e-bike 

use. Research has also looked into how electric bicycles affect physical activity and health. Studies have looked into the 

potential for e-bikes to encourage physical activity and offer health advantages such improved cardiovascular health, mental 

health, and fitness. 

METHODOLOGY 

The Pedal's operation will drive the Gears, which in turn will drive the wheel and initiate forward motion. Aside from  that, 

the Gear mechanism will also power the Regenerating Mechanism, which will create electricity that will be regulated by a 

voltage regulator and be used to recharge the Battery. This battery will be used by the motor to power  the bicycle. 

 

 
Fig 2: Block diagram of working concept 
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Fig 3: Frame Components 
 

Fig 4: Frame Design iso view 
 

Fig 5: Frame Design Front View 
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Fig 6: Ansys Analysis of Frame 

 

Fig 7: Block Diagram of Regenerating Mechanism 

 

 
Fig 8: Gear Set 
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Fig 9: CAD model of Gear Mechanism 

 

Fig 10: Fabricated Hub Motor and Gear on Rear Wheel 
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Fig 11: Fabrication of Battery 

 

 

 

Fig 12: Final Model 
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III. COMPONENTS USED 

Due to its excellent mechanical and machining capabilities, mild steel is used for the construction of bicycles as well as the front and rear 

gear sets. 

1. Frame: 

In accordance with the measurements of the most common B'Twin bicycle frames. When creating the frame,  consideration is given to 

the frame size. The amount of clearance needed to reduce frictional and fit the power  source and motor controller depends on the frame 

dimensions, available space, and other factors. as depicted in Figure 1. 

2. BLDC Hub Motor: 

A 350W BLDC hub motor along with a 36/48V Controller which are available in the market are used along with their complementary 

available items. 

3. Shaft: 

Mild steel is typically utilised to fabricate shafts or rods. Two distinct shaft sizes are employed to  accommodate different bearing 

types. The load-bearing parts of the gear mechanism, the bearings, also aid in the simple meshing of the gear set because they only 

make line contact, which lowers wear and reduces the amount of effort needed to move the gears. 

4. 26-inch wheel: The vehicle's front wheel is attached to the 26-inch (660.4mm) wheel, and the specifics are depicted in the figure. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Discussion: 

 

[1] The traditional bicycle system, which consists of a chain and sprocket configuration, could be replaced with this 

chainless cycling system. 

[2] This chainless bicycle can be successfully operated by substituting a motor shaft for the chain ring. 

[3] This chainless bicycle technology was designed for effortless, quiet power transmission. 

[4] A chainless bicycle system uses a drive shaft that is optimally built and uses bearings, bevel gears, and shaft rod in 

place of a chain drive that uses chains and sprockets.. 

[5] Off-road racing would be incredibly pleasant with this chainless bicycle system. 

[6] This chainless bicycling system has a relatively long lifespan and needs little maintenance. 

Results: 

[1] The Chainless Bicycle System was designed with calculations. 

[2] The theoretical research indicated that this chainless bicycle system's design was safe. 

[3] When put under different weights, the Chainless Bicycle System, which uses a shaft-drive mechanism, is 

secure. 

[4] The Chainless Bicycle System utilises a drive shaft that is lightweight, has bevel gears on both ends, and 

minimises energy loss. 

[5] For a trouble-free and superior transfer of power, the chainless bicycle system with driveshaft system is 

designed and manufactured. 

V. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Design calculations Length of the platform: 

Let us assume, the mass of rider= 80 kg 

1. Shaft’s Inner Diameter(di) = 24mm = 0.024m 

2. Shaft’s Outer Diameter (do) = 26mm = 0.026m 

3. Length of Shaft (L) = 420mm = 0.420m 

4. Torque Prodeuced(T) = Ryder mass *g* shaft length 

= 80 * 9.81 * 0.420 

= 329.616 Nm 

= 329.616 Nmm 

 

 
5. Polar moment of inertia (J) = π (do4 – di4 )/32 

= π [(0.026)^4 – (0.024 )^4]/32 

= π (9.752*10^-8)/32 

= (3.9125*10^-9)/32 

= 1.22914812610^-8 m4 
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6. Power (P) = 2πNT /60 

= 2π*100*329.616/60 

= 207103.8408 W 

7. Shear Stress (𝑟) = Tρ/J = (329.616)(7800)/ 1.22914812610^-8 

= 1.34^7 N/ m2 

8. Maximum Shear Stress (𝑟max) = TRo/J 

= (329.616)(0.012)/ 1.22914812610^-8 

= 20.61 N/ m² 

 

Front Gear Set Calculation 

Module is the term or says unit used to show the size of gears. It is equal to the ratio of the reference diameter of the gear 

to the total number of teeth. It is shown by ‘m’ & the unit of size. 

Module (m) = Gear reference diameter/ no. of teeth Or, 

m=d/z 

Let, Module (m) = 4 

Pressure Angle (α) = 20 degree On 

Pinion, no. of Teeth (Zp) = 24 On Gear, 

no. of Teeth (Zg) = 44 Pitch Circle 

Diameter (D) = m*Z 

Pinion pitch circle diameter (Dp) = 4*24 = 96mm Gear 

Pitch Circle Diameter (Dg) = 4*44 = 176 mm Addendum 

(ha) = module (m) = 4mm 

Dedendum (hd) = 1.25m = 1.25*4 = 5 mm 

Clearance (c) = 0.25m = 0.25*4= 1 mm Working 

depth (hw) = 2m = 2*4 = 8 mm Whole depth (h) = 

2.25m = 2.25*4 = 9 mm 

Thickness of Tooth (s) = 1.5708m = 1.5708*4 = 6.28mm Tooth 

Space = 1.5708m = 1.5708*4 = 6.28mm 

Fillet Radius = 0.4m = 0.4*4 = 1.6mm 

 

Rear Gear Set Calculation: 

Module (m) = 4 Pressure 

angle (α) = 20 

Degree On Pinion, no. of Teeth (Zp) = 24 On 

Gear, no. of Teeth (Zg) = 24 

Pitch Circle Diameter (D) = m*Z 

Pinion pitch circle diameter (Dp) = 4*24 = 96 mm Gear 

pitch circle diameter (Dg) = 4*24 = 96 mm 

 

Addendum (ha) = m = 4 mm 

Dedendum (hd) = 1.25m = 1.25*4 = 5 mm 

Clearance (c) = 0.25m = 0.25*4 = 1 mm Working 

depth (hw) = 2m = 2*4 = 8 mm Whole depth (h) = 

2.25m = 2.25*4 = 9 mm 

Thickness of Tooth (s) = 1.5708m = 1.5708*4 = 6.28 mm Tooth 

space = 1.5708m = 1.5708*4 = 6.28 mm 

Fillet radius = 0.4m = 0.4*4 = 1.6 mm 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The project's multiple results are listed below, along with its general conclusion: 

[1] The traditional bicycle system, which consists of a chain and sprocket configuration, could be replaced with 

this chainless cycling system. 

[2] This chainless bicycle can be successfully operated by substituting a motor shaft for the chain ring. 

[3] This chainless bicycle technology was designed for effortless, quiet power transmission. 

[4] This chainless bicycle system uses a drive shaft that is optimally built and uses bearings, bevel gears, and 

shaft rod in place of a chain drive that uses chains and sprockets. 

[5] Off-road racing would be incredibly pleasant with this chainless bicycle system. 

[6] This chainless bicycle system has a relatively long lifespan and needs little maintenance. 
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